produce biased coefficient estimates and substantially increase the Type I error rate 3,4 .
23
We tested if there was phylogenetic signal in the residuals of our comparative model by 24 using Pagel's λ 5, 6 as implemented in the R package "phytools" 7 . A λ-value that does not 25 differ significantly from 0 indicates absence of phylogenetic signal in the residuals
26
(justifying the use of non-phylogenetic statistical models, such as OLS), while a λ-value 27 that differs significantly from 0 indicates some phylogenetic signal in residuals
28
(demanding application of phylogenetically-informed models, such as PGLS) 8 . We used 29 a recent phylogenetic avian hypothesis for our analyses 9 ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
31
Phylogenetic Generalised Least Squares models 32 Although our models did not have significant phylogenetic structure in the residuals
33
(see Supplementary Results), we opted to fit PGLS models to test for robustness of our 34 results. We fitted PGLS models assuming two different evolutionary scenarios: (1) 35 assuming that the trait evolved under a Brownian motion model of evolution
36
(optimizing the Pagel's λ parameter 10 ), and (2) assuming that the trait evolved under an
37
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model of evolution (optimizing the α parameter 11 ). PGLS 38 models were fitted using the "gls" function of the R package "nlme" 12 . The models were 39 weighted by sample size to account for differences in sampling effort among 40 species 4,13,14 . To do so, we used the inverse of the sample size in the variation function 41 structure (argument "weights" of the "gls" function 15 ). We used two phylogenetic trees 9 42 in our models to test if our conclusions were sensitive to the choice of phylogeny: the
43
Ericson backbone and the Hackett backbone phylogenies ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). 
Supplementary Results

46
There was no phylogenetic signal in the residuals of either of our candidate models (λ < 
